IRC Postgraduate Scholarships at DCU Institute of Ethics

The Institute of Ethics at Dublin City University welcomes applications under the Irish Research Council (IRC) scholarship scheme. The IRC offers fully-funded scholarships for PhD studies at higher education institutions in Ireland. The application is open and the submission deadline for the 2018 call is 1 November 2017.

The Institute of Ethics is recognised internationally as an important European centre of ethics, distinguished by its manifold research activities and its focus on the translation of ethical theory into societal benefit. It offers expertise and supervision on a broad range of topics in applied ethics (bioethics, technology ethics, environmental ethics, and business ethics amongst others). Writing a PhD at the Institute of Ethics offers unique opportunities for academic development due to its wide range of funded research projects and its excellent global network.

For more information on the DCU Institute of Ethics see: http://www.dcu.ie/ethics/index.shtml

For more information on the Institute's funded research portfolio see: http://www.dcu.ie/ethics/research/projects.shtml

For more information on IRC scholarships see: http://research.ie/funding/goipg/